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Coed Hours Liberalized, Point System Stricken 
By KAREN SCHMIDT 
Women's Affairs Editor 
A liberalization in coed hours and abol- 
ishment of the point system for women 
residents were announced yesterday by 
President Robert Martin following a meet- 
ing with the Inter-dorm Council. 
In a related move, a new policy was 
adopted giving women who are either 
married, 21 years of age or a graduate 
student the right to live wherever they 
wish. 
New curfews, which will go into effect 
Sunday, April 27 are: for freshmen, 
midnight on Sunday; 10:30 p.m. Monday 
throught Thursday, and 1 a.m. on Friday 
and Saturday; for all upperclassmen 
midnight Sunday through Thursday and 
2 a.m. on Friday and Saturday. 
Since, according to the proposal, "an 
extension of hours was requested because 
women desired to be away from the resi- 
dence halls," hours for closing residence 
halls to male visitors were also approved. 
Freshman dormitories will close at 11 
p.m. on Sunday, 10 p.m. Monday through 
Thursday and 1 a.m. on Friday and Sat- 
urday. All other dormitories will close at 
ert Martin said. "There is no question in    21 years of age or over at time of registra- 
nt mind that the institution has the right 
to establish curfews. You (students) have 
the privilege of attending the institution; 
we have a full right to establish a curfew." 
tion, be permitted to live in the residence 
halls only through special permission from 
the office of the dean of women." 
By approving this rule, "We try to give 
Although sign-in and sign-out proceed-    ttiem the opportunity to ilve off campus " 
..•i_.    . _i_i i    ««;-*™   ...:n  ~~+   K«      r»v   Martin  snin    "hilt   if T.hPV  do  elect   to ures will be retained, points will not be 
given for infractions of regulations. How- n n iu «i.     © ~ -----"---   J_,._ ,v-ji h. kpnt   Tnp 11 Dm Sundav through Thursday and at ever, a list of offendeis will be kept. I he 
sr^ffi^ffad- SATSiSS^" According to Dean Ingels, the revised women for disciplinary action. 
women's hours "apply only to those com- 
ing in." 
"These curfews are based on the At- 
torney General's decision," President Rob- 
Also approved was the recommenda- 
tion that "beginning in the fall of 1969, 
all married women students, all graduate 
women students, and any woman student 
Dr. a d, bu they
live in the dormitory they are expected to 
abide by the same rules as everyone else 
in the dormitory." 
To obtain special permission, Dean In- 
gels said the procedures would be "the 
same as you apply for off-campus housing 
and that you agree to live by the rules." 
Interdorm Council reaction was favor- 
able. Brenda Butler, president, said, "I 
think these are fair hours. Now girls have 
the perogative to live off campus. Every- 
Petitions Released Association Offices Up For Grabs; Rules 
one that I've talked to is pleased." 
"I agree with these hours," Diane Stoeb- 
er interrupted. "I understand them." Miss 
Stoeber was chairman of the group who 
conducted the survey of women's hours 
in a four-state area. Twenty-two colleges 
and institutions in Kentucky, Indiana, 
Ohio, Illinois and Tennessee were con- 
tacted. 
Another     representative     said,     "It 
sounds all right to me. 
Due to the change in time scheduled 
for Saturday night, girls will abide by 
standard time Saturday night only. Girls 
who should be in by 2 a.m. should be in 
the dormitory at 2 a,m. standard time, 
1 a.m. Savings time. 
Established For Election; Blythe Declares 
BY   JOE   EDWARDS 
NEWS   EDITOR 
Petitioning     began  yesterday 
and will end next Wednesday  for 
j Student Council elections May 14. 
Petitions are available in  the 
Student Government office, Stu- 
dent Union Building. They are due 
next Wednesday at ~> p.m.   Pe - 
7'tltlons  must     have the   slg    - 
natures of   150 full-time   stu - 
de-its lo qualify  candidates   for 
office. 
One petition had been ob- 
tained late yesterday afternoon 
by Robert Blythe. a sophomore 
and current member of the 
Council, who Indicated that he 
is petitioning for president. 
Offices to be filled are presi- 
dent, vice-president, secretary, 
and treasurer. 
All candidates for office must 
have it least a 2.0overall grade 
point average and must not be on 
social probation. Candidates for 
president and vice-president 
must be al least second semester 
sophomores upon taking of - 
fice. Candidates for secretary 
and treasurer must be at least 
second semester freshmen upon 
taking office. 
Election   rules are  those 
stipulate! by the constitution 
under v'lfch the Student Council 
his operate I Mils year. 
A new constitution which would 
eliminate direct election of the 
secretary and treasurer was rat- 
ified by the Council April 8 and 
now Is being studied by East- 
ern's Board of Regents who must 
approve the Jocument before It 
will become official. 
Steve Wilborn, the present 
Coaicil president, said Tuesday 
that i! the new constitution were 
raUfied by the Regents the of- 
fices of secretary and treasurer 
probably would become ex - 
ecutive, rather than legislative, 
positions. 
Wilboru emphasized, however, 
that the status of the offices 
probably would rest  at the dis- 
cretion of the new president and 
vice-president. 
The constitution being studied 
by the Regents calls for the 
secretary to be appointed by th# 
Student Council and for the trea- 
surer to be appointed by the 
Council president, subject to 
approval by a majority of the 
Council. 
Elections will be from 10 a.m. 
to 5 p.m., with polls In all 
residence halls, the Student Union 
residence halls, the Student 
Union Building, and In Brockton. 
The Student Council Tuesday 
approved campaign rules. They 
Include: 
Stark, Lonely Effect 
I Arlington Constitution Ratified, 
IRegents Swear In Sen. Bishop 
By CRAIG AMMERMAN 
Editor-in-Chief 
Eastern's Board of Re- 
gents last Wednesday swore 
in new members, elected of- 
ficers and approved a con- 
stitution for the Arlington 
Association, a faculty, 
staff and alumni club 
scheduled to open June 1. 
State secretary Fred F. Bish- 
op a Republican from Manches- 
ter was sworn In as a Regent 
by 'Circuit Court Judge Jimmy 
Chenault at the beginning of the 
90-minute session. 
The board then re-elected 
Earl* B. Combs as Its vice- 
chairman and approved the rec- 
ommendations of President Rob- 
ert R. Martin for the remaining 
board officers. Those appoint- 
ments went to Dean J.C. Powell, 
secretary;. Mrs. Polly Gorman 
assistant secretary; Dean Neal 
Donaldson, treasurer, and How- 
ard Unterbrink, assistant treas- 
urer. 
The constitution which will gov- 
ern the Arlington Association 
was the result of a three-month 
study    by an   11-member com- 
Appointment 
To Council 
Pending 
Richmond mayor Virgil Mc- 
Whorter told The Progress this 
week he was considering naming 
two students to the City Council 
as non-voting  members. 
McWhorter said he was seek- 
ing two students, one black and 
one white, who were from Rich - 
mond and who were active in cam- 
pus affairs. He indicated that 
Roy Watson, business manager 
of The Progress, would probably 
be the white   student appointed. 
McWhorter added that he might 
take action on the student ap- 
pointments at the next City Coun- 
cil meeting, scheduled Monday 
April 28. 
■S> 
mittee. Those committee mem- 
bers now comprise half of the 
Board of Directors of Arlington, 
a 166-acre estate purchased by 
Eastern In August 1867, from 
New York Industrialist W. Arnold 
Hanger for $500,001. 
At the same time, Hanger do- 
nated in the memory of his par- 
(Continued on Page Eight) 
Bike Race 
Entries Due 
To Play Friday 
•London Fog and the Continentals" will perform tomorrow 
from 8 p.m. to midnight in the Student Union Building In 
recognition of Pat Douglass. Miss Eastern. Cost for the dance 
will be SI a person. Dress will be informal. Phi Delta Theta 
fraternity is sponsoring the dance. 
The first Delta Upsllon Grand 
Prix Bike Race will be held Sat- 
urday, May 10. 
The deadline for entries is this 
Friday. » 
Entries are being made through 
Tom Schroeder, Jim Blake and 
Rex Rader, eighth floor of Todd 
Hall (622-4441). 
Whichever six-man team has 
covered the Alumni coliseum 
course the most takes home all 
the marbles. 
Soft drinks and free coffee will 
be available. So will an ambulance 
(Just in case, of course.) 
Just for kicks, there's also a 
tricycle race for the gals 
and a faculty race for laughs. 
(For this race, students are 
asked to refrain from throw- 
ing tacks on the track.) 
That    night there will be   *' 
victory  dance: 
No campaigning around the 
polls on election day. 
V -No posters in or on the Stu- 
dent Union Building excipt tor 
the lower walls and doors of the 
frill. 
No posters on or In class- 
room buildings. 
Also, candidates or their 
agents are not to deface, destroy, 
Or remove posters or posters 
endorsing opponents. 
Posters are to be removed 
Thursday, May 15, the day after 
elections. 
Candidates will be listed alpha- 
betically on ballots with party 
affiliation, if any. 
Council 
Initiates 
Referendum 
By JOE EDWARDS 
News Editor 
The Student Council ap- 
proved Tuesday a referen- 
dum with the May 14 Stu- 
dent Council elections on a 
$4 increase in student fees 
which would be allotted to 
four campus agencies. 
In another matter. Councilman 
Allen Muncy announced that 
hearings are underway to invest- 
igate student chances of vio- 
lations of civil rights and due 
process of law In Madison Coun- 
ty. 
The referendum would be al- 
lotted thus: 
$2 would go into a student 
entertainment fund to help bring 
"big-name" entertainment to 
Eastern. 
|1 would go to the Student Coun- 
cil. 
50 cents would go to a student 
legal aid fund from which ar- 
rested students could draw to 
defray expenses. 
50 cents would go to the Pro- 
gress towards students' sub- 
scriptions. 
Eastern's   Board  of  Regents 
would have to approve the fees 
Increase  before. It  would  be- 
come University policy. 
Freshmen, sophomores and 
Juniors will participate in the re- 
ferendum. 
Muncy told the Council that the 
hearings are being conducted to- 
day and Mondays, Wednesdays. 
and Thursdays for two weeks at 
5:15 p.m. In Room 200 of theStu- 
dent Union Building. 
The hearings are designed for 
students who feel they have been 
improperly arrested or given un- 
fair court proceedings in this 
county. 
Muncy emphasized that the 
names of students testifying at 
the hearings will not be disclos- 
ed if requested. 
In another matter, the Council 
defeated a recommendation which 
would alter a constitution which 
was ratified April 8 and now is 
being studied by Eastern's Board 
of Regents. 
The recommendation was that 
groups desiring Council mem- 
bership would have to be ap- 
proved by the University rather 
than by the Council as the con- 
stitution stipulates. 
The recommendation pro- 
posed by Councilman Muncy, 
was defeated 24-19 with two 
abstentions. 
In another matter, the Council 
voted to Investigate the time of 
Eastern's spring vacation and 
the feasibility of operating under 
a trimester system. 
■appPHM*1""1*1"^ 
The Week 
That Was 
It was a good vacation, amidst 
the sun and sandy beaches com- 
mon to that paradise known as 
Florida. We had a good time 
with all the parties and drink- 
ing, but we are all by ourselves. 
More than 1.000 Eastern stu- 
dents journeyed to Daytona to 
find the hundreds of thousands 
of other vacationing collegians 
had already packed and left. 
But, regardless, it was a week 
to remember. Words like whip, 
tuna, fingernail, bones, and cas- 
per were our own. It was a 
week we won't soon forget. 
(Staff photos by Ken  Harlow) 
Literary Magazine Aurora On Sale, 
Adviser Compliments Student Work 
In another matter, the Coun- 
cil approved a standing com- 
mittee which will study proposals 
and work with campus organiza- 
tions concerning appropriating 
funds which are solicited from the 
Council. 
The "Aurora," Eastern's lit- 
erary magazine, Is now on sale 
at- the University Bookstore and 
Wallace's Bookstore. 
According to Editor-in-Chief 
Audrey Morrislon, this year's 
magazine includes five of the 
best student written short stor- 
ies and twenty-two of the    best 
poems. 
The fiction is especially strong 
this year, according to Mr. John 
Fox, an advisor to "Aurora." 
"The stories are engaging, hon- 
est, and harshly perceptive," 
said Fox. "They get to the sign- 
ificance of real experience — 
whether it's the pain of a young 
girl discovering masculine at - 
tractlveness or a teacher real- 
izing an unexpected humanity 
in rough mountain people. 
There is also a razor-like 
examination of a child's naivete 
about religion, and a comically 
desperate picture of a woman's 
repeated rejection by men. Each 
of the stories manage In it's 
own way to freeze for a mom- 
ent experience so that the read- 
er Is alloved a glimpse of the 
"crystal teeth" lurking beneath 
the fluid surface, said Fox. 
"The poetry too Is strong," 
continued Fox.»-i'-Especially that 
of Robert Pollack. There Is in - 
vention, sharpness, and rich- 
ness in his imagery. His poems 
are really quite elaborate pieces 
of architecture. They are dif- 
ficult  but rewarding." 
Editor's of this year's "Aur- 
ora" are Audrey Morrison, San- 
dy Hinger, Beverly Meece, and 
Clndl Dormand. Faculty ad - 
visors are BarbaraSowders, Na- 
ncy Riffe, John Long, and John 
Fox. 
A panel of judges from the 
English department will award 
prizes for the best work in the 
magazine. Prizes will be award- 
ed next week. 
Price of the Aurora, which is 
sponsored by the Canterbury 
Club, is $1.00. 
ROTC Report Expected 
Soon, Study Continues 
The Report of the Faculty 
Committee to Study ROTC is 
expected to be completed in 
May. y 
The Report, when completed, 
will be presented to the Council 
on Academic Affairs. 
Questionnaires , concerning 
ROTC policies were sent out 
to some 200 colleges and uni - 
verslties by the committee. The 
purpose of those questlonnaries 
is to give the committee a better 
basis for what is being done on 
other campuses. 
In  addition  to  the question - 
nalres, an opinion survey has 
been sent to former graduates 
of Eastern who were involved 
In the ROTC program. As of yet, 
all of these have not been re- 
turned. 
Dean John Rowlett, Chairman 
of the committee, and other 
committee members went to 
Ohio State University to study 
the ROTC program employed 
there. Ohio State has an optional 
system where the student may 
elect to take ROTC with credit 
or certain other approved cour- 
ses in his given academic area. 
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Watson A Good Choice 
Richmond Mayor Takes A Forward Move 
Richmond's mayor, Virgil McWhortcr, 
this week expressed a desire to name two 
non-voting students, one black and one 
white, to the City Council, this town's 
legislative body. 
We think its an excellent idea, the best 
one to come from the city administration 
for quite some time. 
This paper has often been at odds with 
McWhorter, his administration and his 
city. But we think the city's chief executive 
is attempting to establish a more relevant 
city government. 
Much of the problem is probably lack of 
communication.   This move announced by 
iAS 
McWhorter could do a lot to solve that 
problem, if local citizens are genuinely in- 
terested in what students think.   . 
This could very possibly set a precedent. 
We know of no other University town that 
has ever involved students in the decision- 
making process of its municipal govern- 
ment. 
And we could not think of a better-quali- 
fied student than Roy Watson, one of Mc- 
Whorter's expressed choices. As a life-long 
local resident active in Richmond politics, 
as business manager of The Progress, and 
as a concerned student, Watson knows the 
problems of the campus and town and will 
m IT 
not be hesitant to give his opinion. 
The move appears a step in the right di- 
rection, if McWhorter's intentions are to 
seek student opinion and apply it to the 
local situation. 
But if this effort is purely of a public 
relations nature and only another example 
of tokenism, the town-gown relationship 
will continue to deteriorate. And we will 
be back in the same mess to which we've 
grown somewhat accustomed. 
A Time To Say No 
by craig ammerman 
It's been over a year now since the legis- 
lative branch of student government recom- 
mended (what else could they do?) that 
ROTC not be mandatory for freshmen and 
sophomore males. 
And what's happened? 
Your guess is as good as mine. 
To refresh your memory, the Council on 
Academic Affairs, a standing committee of 
the Faculty Senate, undertook a study of 
ROTC. 
And what   did   they do? 
Well, they recommended that it be fur- 
ther studied. They also said they could see 
no apparent reason to change the present 
structure. 
Then, some four months ago, President 
Robert Martin named a "high-level" com- 
mittee to conduct that "further study." That 
committee decided to divide its investiga- 
tion into three parts — a survey of com- 
parable institutions, a survey of alumni 
who'd participated in ROTC and a survey 
of schools with mandatory programs. 
And what has that committee done? 
Once again, your guess is as good as 
mine. 
There is a current story in today's paper, 
but prior to that efforts by both The Pro- 
gress and student council had been met by 
virtual nothingness. 
The issue here, and on hundreds of other 
campuses, is the question of how far mili- 
tary training should go on a university cam- 
pus. 
But the issue here is slightly different 
than at some places. While enlightened in- 
stitutions like Harvard, Yale and Stanford 
are taking all academic credit away from 
ROTC and cancelling defense contracts that 
call for secretive research, institutions like 
Eastern are concerned with mandatory 
ROTC. 
How some educators here can spout 
forth platitudes about freedom of choice 
and then insist that all freshmen and sopho- 
mores take military training is beyond rea- 
son. 
Then, there's always the cry that goes 
something like this — "If we do away with 
mandatory ROTC, should we also do away 
with mandatory English, social studies, and 
sciences?" 
Well, I think it has been proven beyond 
doubt that a basic liberal arts background 
is necessary to a relevant education. 
But has it been proven that mandatory 
ROTC is necessary or relevant? Graduates 
of Harvard, Yale and Stanford appear to 
get along decently in the world. 
With a national defense budget way out 
of proportion in relation to domestic spend- 
ing, is it the responsibility of this Univer- 
sity, or any other, to force military train- 
ing on its students? 
With arr*krnfs race underway that 
threatens to throw the whole world out of 
balance and into utter chaos, is it the re- 
sponsibility of this University, or any other, 
to promote and forcibly train militaristic 
minds ? 
I don't think so. 
ROTC, and the second lieutenant's com- 
mission it can ultimately carry, is a worth- 
while goal for those who wish to seek it. 
But why force it on those who don't want 
it? 
When males enter this institution they 
are old enough to die in the military service 
of this country. They are also old enough 
and mature enough to decide whether or 
not they want to take ROTC 
How can this University take some of 
the real forward-reaching educational ad- 
vances that it has these last few weeks and 
still stay out of the mainstream of educa- 
tion by forcing military training on its un- 
dergraduates ? 
Your guess is as good as mine. 
It would seem to me that it's time to stop 
throwing about all this beautiful-sounding 
rhetoric and get down to the real issue — 
mandatory ROTC, yea or nea? 
As I see it, if this University expects to 
be worthy of the name, it's way past time 
that it emphatically says nea. 
Clouds Hang 
Over Senior Year 
The senior year of college is envisioned 
as being full of meaningful anticipation 
about approaching graduation and a well- 
salaried job with that furiously-earned di- 
ploma displayed on the wall of a spacious, 
well-furnished office. 
But in this age when arms do not often 
refer just to handshakes, a collegian's senior 
year is clouded. 
Clouded not with visions of a spacious, 
well-furnished office in a downtown metro- 
politian area, but with visions of a muddy, 
cramped foxhole just outside of Saigon. 
Clouded not with visions of executive de- 
cisions which affect a young company's fu- 
ture, but with visions of a judgment about 
whether God's fifth commandment need 
be broken for the United States of America. 
Clouded not with visions of a pretty sec- 
retary waiting with coffee at 9 a.m. Mon- 
day through Friday, but with visions of an 
enemy bullet waiting for a target anytime, 
anyday. 
The senior coeds, too, do not always es- 
cape the realities which must be faced. 
The wonderful institution of marriage, 
pursued for four years, may prove elusive 
for another two. And, to her special one, 
perhaps forever. 
Or propagating i the race may be post- 
poned while daddy tries to exterminate 
another. 
Or that unrealized companionship be- 
tween a couple which college does not per- 
mit may'be delegated to letters, leaves, and 
R and R's. 
Indeed, the clouds hang. 
Administrators 
Give Invaluable Help 
The critical issues, or areas in need of 
reform, have formed the basis for most of 
the editorials printed in this publication 
since last September. 
We believe that we can best function in 
these areas, pressing for action and solu* 
. tions. Praising the good things in life cer- 
tainly doesn't create solutions for the bad, 
therefore we've concentrated on the bad. 
But, by doing so, we often overlook pro- 
grams that are beneficial to students, or in- 
dividuals who go out of their way to offer 
help and thereby make life a little better. 
We now take this space to offer out- 
gratitude to two members of the ^school's 
(Continued On Page Three) 
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What Happened 
To Spring Break? 
Dear Editor: 
Eastern's spring break was a week behind all 
other O.V.C. schools In Kentucky. 
All O.V.C. schools in Kentucky usually have 
their spring break at the same time. This year 
Eastern came trailing one week behind every- 
one else. 
With 16 weeks of school in the second se- 
mester, spring break usually falls right in the 
middle-eight weeks of school-vacation-and eight 
more weeks of schools. Well, not this year, at 
least not for Eastern. All other O.V.C. schools 
in Kentucky followed the normal pattern, but 
not Eastern- 
Spring break also usually falls the same 
week as the Kentucky Education Association 
holds their meeUngs. Eastern's spring break 
did not coincide with KBA this year so It was 
impossible for most teachers to attend the 
meeting*. 
It also made it very difficult for many stu- 
dents who live out of state to go home for 
Easter. Had break fallen on Easter as it did 
last year, it would have been very convenient. 
A professor from Eastern, who was in Day- 
tona, expressed his view of the situation. He 
felt that President Martin did not want his 
students to get into trouble in Florida, so, 
therefore, our vacation was a week late. 
Some positive action should be taken to pre- 
vent this situation from happening in the future. 
A motion was made at the Student Council 
meeting on Tuesday, and a committee of three 
was formed to look into the situation. 
President Martin should be confronted with 
the fact that our spring break should fall the 
same as all other O.V.C. schools in Kentucky. 
It would be interesting to know exactly what 
President Martin's  reasons were   for the   de- 
tainment in our spring break. 
'"    Jack Bricking, 
Alumnus A Graduate Student 
or ignorant slum dwellers. We could prove to 
the blacks that not all whites feel superior and 
disdain association with Negroes. I feel this can 
be done only by going to these people and get- 
ting to know them, and let them know us. 
I realize there are many things to be con- 
sidered before a program of this type can be a 
reality. However, I hope the students will con- 
tinue to emerge from their apathetic shells as 
they have done in the last few weeks and be- 
come interested in this very 'important aspect of 
our society. Perhaps my suggestion is not 
feasible; someone may have a much better idea. 
Whatever their opinion or suggestion, let those 
who are interested say so, and there Just may 
be a chance that we can better the religious 
and racial atmosphere of our community, our 
state, and our country. 
Sincerely, 
», , • ■      Nora Braahear Bradbury 
Supports Religious Column 
Dear Editor: 
Mr. Ammerman's article, "Organised Re- 
ligion's Crisis" in the April 10 edition of the 
Progress, expressed so articulately what I am 
sure is the feeling of many people on this cam- 
pus. 
Yes, I went to church on Easter Sunday, and 
I could feel the hypocrisy smothering what faith 
in God and Christianity I have been fortunate 
to retain, after being repeatedly reprimanded 
by "Christians" because I defend my Negro 
friends when their race is unjustly spoken of 
in the context cf a "nigger" stereotype. It is my 
belief that the black and white students on this 
campus can begin to tear down the hypocrisy in 
our religion. We could organize song and speech 
programs to be given in Negro and white 
churches and civic clubs. We could show the 
white people that not all Negroes are militant 
i    ;  ■ ■: ■ 
Problems Of A University 
Dear Editor: 
Eastern Kentucky University is feeling the 
subtle pain of change — a change in student 
attitude and hopefully a casting off of its 
apathetic shroud. This reappraisal, this differ- 
ence, is as refreshing as Spring that it precedes. 
We as students must feel this freshness, this 
exhilerating newness that is looming up and 
foster it on, make it grow, for if nothing else, 
we, being the singular purpose for the conception 
of this school, are logically and morally held 
accountable for it's democratic growth and de- 
velopment. 
Some people in elevated positions feel this 
concern is subversive, communistic, and un- 
American. If wanting to know why, if wanting 
an un-blgoted administration, if wanting the 
best possible education and training is sub- 
versive and communistic, we may aa well 
relegate ourselves back to the dark caves of in- 
difference and ignorance and take up Joe Mc- 
Carthy's banner. He was cool, wasn't he"? 
Our national government is now conducting 
an inquiry into campus dissent and why it 
originates. This is the same bunch that per- 
petrated that beautifully informative inquiry 
as to why people in the shuns are unhappy! 
Some ideas that came out of this inquiry about 
dissent on campus were included in an essay 
by David Lawrence, printed in the April 1, 1969 
evening edition of the Lexington Herald-Leader. 
Mr. Lawrence talked all over the idea of 
dissent on our campuses and brought out some 
very interesting comments. The most thorough- 
ly provoking idea was delegating to colleges 
and universities the power to be psychologically 
selective In their determining of matriculants. In 
this way, by choosing the morally fit, the 
bland, the passive, the colorless, the ones who 
can be led and indoctrinated like sheep, I sup- 
pose Mr. Lawrence and our governmental di- 
rectors feel they can obtain a more orderly, 
(Continued On Page Three) 
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'Explosion Could Come At Any Time' 
Czech Press Freedom Dies Under Soviet Order 
By KAREN SCHMIDT 
"Freedom of the press will last." So 
said A. J. Liehm, an astute Czechosla- 
vakian journalist. 
The comment was made after the sum- 
mer liberalization of the Czech news media, 
which had started publishing accounts of 
police brutality, criticism of government 
policies, and demands for greater intellect- 
ual freedom. 
What had happened? 
In June, 1968, quite a lot. By publishing 
news which involved their readers, such as 
exposes of police brutality and reviews of 
the Stalin take-over in the 50*s, the news- 
paper editors were able to increase circula- 
tion. 
One newspaper, the Svobodne Slovo, 
boosted its circulation by almost 50% to 
350,000 after adopting a liberal news 
policy. 
As the trend continued, editors repeat- 
edly ignored the government censors. Clee- 
ka, the official news service, "now reads 
like a thriller," according to one Western 
journalist. AP and UPI dispatches from the 
West were published daily. Plans were be- 
ing considered to introduce the West Ger- 
Administrators 
(Continued From Page Two) 
administrative staff — Howard Unterbrink 
and Donald H. Smith — who have taken 
special care to give invaluable help to this 
publication. 
Unterbrink, University controller, and 
Smith;. director of student organizations, 
are rare men among college administrators. 
To coin a cliche, they tell it like it is. 
Neither has ever attempted, as far as we 
know, to dodge an issue or refuse to offer 
help. They've always let us know just where 
we stood, although sometimes we didn't 
particularly like it. 
A great part of the student problem to- 
day is the inability to communicate with 
administrators. And many times' the fault 
is with the administrator, not with the stu- 
dent. ' 
If there were more Howard Unterbrinks 
and Donald Smiths, we could get more 
done and life would be better for all. At 
leaast there are a few persons who are 
scrupulously honest,1 or don't"beat around 
the bush. For that, we're thankful. 
man color television  system  PAL to the 
country. 
Another newspaper, Student, balanced 
condemnations of "rabble-rousers" written 
by the editor with appeals for greater intel- 
lectual freedom by three Soviet citizens. 
Press freedom was becoming a reality for 
Czechoslavakia. 
But it was halted — by Soviet occupation. 
Protest was made, verbally and physical- 
ly. Jan Palach burned himself to death in 
protest against the Soviet invasion. The 
1,000 students who marched to publicly de- 
fend his ideals were forcibly halted by 200 
policemen. 
Six months after the Soviet occupation 
began, the "Czech Press" and broadcasting 
media was still the most "free-wheeling" 
area in the Soviet Bloc, despite the surveil- 
lance of the Press and Information Office, 
a nice name for "censorship." 
However, beginning September 1, 1968, 
numerous directives were placed on the 
"Czech Press" by the Soviet Press Informa- 
tion Office. The first and second directives 
banned "criticism of Soviet Union and four 
other invading powers," "The mention of 
'Occupation' and 'Occupation Troops'," 
"any articles about the Czech Communist 
Party, other parties, and the armed forces 
and police," and the "mention of damages 
caused by occupation, the toll of dead and 
wounded during invasion and in subsequent 
incidents as well as a list of "state and 
economic secrets." 
Since then, directives have banned "full 
coverage of Parliment," which is theoreti- 
cally unconstitutional. 
s "And now there is a directive," signed 
a progressive journalist, "forbidding publi- 
cation of directives." 
Leonid Brezhnev, in a letter to the Czech* 
government, blamed the upheaval on "lib- 
eral propoganda" and recommended stricter 
control of the mass media. His orders were 
carried out. One hundred and twenty black- 
listed editors were gradually dismissed and 
twenty Western journalists were expelled 
from the country. Publication of several 
newspapers was discontinued. 
Yet resistance persists. Recently Prace, a 
trade union journal, defiantly published a 
satiric spy confession ridiculing Zpravy, the 
newspaper of the Russian occupation 
force*. 
In a speech on Feoruary 7, Premier Nio 
olae Ceausescu of Rumania disclaimed the 
right of any outsiders to interfere with the 
internal affairs of Communist countries. 
Also in February, the Italian Communist 
Party stated its condemnation of the attack 
on Prague and rejected the idea of a "Com- 
munist Commonwealth" which has the 
Soviet Union as its governor. 
What will happen? 
According to Col. Emil Zapotek, recently 
deposed from his position in the Czecho- 
slavakian Defense Ministry, "an explosion 
could come at any time." 
It is readily apparent that the willingness 
of a government to permit hostile and 
abusive criticism is a measure of the matu- 
rity of that form of government. And it is 
apparent the American government has 
what it takes when we really get down to 
cases. 
Problem 
(Continued From Paye Two) 
sedate campus, one conducive to mass stratifi- 
cation,   regimentation,   and,   what I fear they 
really want, quiet with no questions! 
Our Military Machine operates in this man- 
ner, very neatly and efficiently eliminating: 
those who can't adjust to the mediocre drollery 
of being told when to rise, when to eat, what 
to wear, and even when to defecate, surprising 
though it may be! I'm not attempting over- 
comparison, before you cry foul, look around, 
is not the military on our campus today? Who 
will say things can't get worse? If the Army 
can stamp unfit for military service across a 
persons 201 file and ruin his chances of ever 
obtaining a worthy sustaining llvllhood, can- 
not. If conditions are allowed to worsen, a 
university do the same? Brother, this is a de- 
mocratic society founded on personal freedom, 
thought and action. Shake your smug little 
heads and say this Just doesn't happen. It hap- 
pens everyday of  the democratic  year! 
Could it coma to that point some day where 
your file, your number, your spiritual repre- 
sentative to the IBM machines comes up for 
evaluation and right there, a self-righteous 
board member or admissions president shakes 
his omniscient head and stamps.. .unfit for 
college all over your inky soul all the while 
muttering to one of his yes men. "tough break 
for this kid. but we just can't have a person 
walking our hallowed sidewalks with all those 
decadent, unworthy thoughts racing through 
his seedy little mind. why. just look here, this 
kid had the gall to •rganize a peaceful group 
of students and walk to the President's house! 
And you know what else, he even had the un- 
nerving brass to print an obscene word, ob- 
scene! Why, I wish I had some of those good 
old goldfish-eating Juice freaks of the twenties, 
now, there was a truly dedicated concerned 
bunch of kids. Yessir, the Governor would 
really be proud of us then, not to think of all 
that gorgeous money that he would send us." 
Laugh if you wish, hut cry ff you're con- 
cerned, because thfa Is what is hapening now 
and will keep right «n happening if we   as 
students let it.   ,  
Sincerely, 
Anthony J. Bowman 
SHEER PANTY-HOSE 
FOR THE LONGER VIEW 
Come, have a complete panty-hose 
wardrobe with these lovely sheer fash- 
ions from Phienix. Here in a wonder- 
fully sheer Agflon<R) stretch nylon, in 
proportioned sites that give you a beau- 
tiful fit. 
Canf ield Motors 
OLDSMOBILE 
All Makes Serviced 
JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS 
Across From Krogert—Phone 623-4010 
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The Little  House 
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KICKY COTTON 
OF SHINING PRINTS 
IN A SUNBURST 
Eye-stopping stripes! Huge daisy prints! Melting pas- 
tels! And MORE. The goingest cotton dress shifts 
around, pant shifts too, many with shapely bra tops. 
What could be cooler, cuter, for beach, patio, casual 
wear? Many crisply embossed in pretty patterns. Hurry 
in. Pick a cool armful now. Be ready for summer. 
sizes 6 to 16. 
Main & Second Sfs. 
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The View 
From Here 
Colonels Break Even On Road 
Trip, Overall Record Now 6-3 
lv KARL  PARK  Progress Soorts Editor 
Eastern's  Bobby Washington was picked by   the 
Kentucky  Colonels in the American Basketball Asso- 
. ciation annual draft. Washington drew quite a  lot of 
\ attention in the recent Kentucky-Indiana college all-star 
\ series. « 
In the Kentuckians' first victory, the passing and 
shooting of Washington led the Kentucky team to its 
1 one-sided win, 127-111. Washington was second in scor- 
ing for the night for Kentucky as he finished with 18. 
George Tinsley of Kentucky Wesleyan led the squad 
with 21. 
Saturday night it was the same old story. Washing- 
ton and Tinsley were once again the stars. Although hav- 
ing to go into an overtime to win, Kentucky was able 
to hold on to the lead for the 113-104 final score. Wash- 
ington scored six points in the overtime and had 20 
points for the game. Tinsley led all Kentucky all-stars 
' Other Kentucky and Ohio Valley Conference play- 
; ers that were picked in the ABA draft were Jerry King 
of Louisville  (Denver); Willie Brown, Middle Tennes- 
. see (Dallas); Butch Beard of Louisville (Dallas); Phil 
Argento of Kentucky (Carolina); Harley Swift,   East 
■ (Continued on Page Five) 
NAME BRANDS ONLY 
BULOVA -SPEIDEL - INTERNATIONAL 
ALL Less Than Regular Price 
FREE ENGRAVING 
WHILE YOU WAIT 
KESSLER'S 
Richmond's Finest Jewelers For Over Qurater Century 
NEXT TO BEGLEY DRUG PH. 623-1292 
BY   KARL     PARK 
PROGRESS    SPORTS EDITOR 
Eastern's baseball team play- 
ed .500 baseball on its tour down 
South, winning three games and 
losing three. The wins were two 
victories over Georgia Southern 
and a triumph over Erskine Col- 
lege, and the defeats were two 
to East Tennessee and one to 
Georgia Southern. 
Before the Colonels left for 
East Tennessee, they played a 
game with Berea College. East- 
ern won  4-2. 
Don McCullough started the 
game for Eastern and pitched 
three socreless Innings. Carl 
Shay came on for the Colonels in 
the fourth and did the same. 
Sophomore Charlie Taylor pitch- 
ed the last three frames, allow- 
ing two runs on four hits. 
Larry Cook, Ken Blewltt.Craig. 
Milburn, and Shay each had two 
hits for Eastern. Cook and 
Blewitt each hit solo home runs 
in the ninth inning. Lee Hucker 
and Joe Voets added one hit each. 
Eastern started its road trip 
on a sour note, losing both ends 
of a double-header with East 
Tennessee, 4-1. Although the 
Colonels lost both games, East- 
ern's pitcher allowed only one 
earned run in the twin-bill. Lar- 
ry Robertson  took the loss for 
the Colonels in the first game. 
Eastern's run scored on a single 
by Jimmy Cain. 
Taylor was. the losing pitcher 
in the second game of the double- 
header. Cook tripled in East- 
ern's only run. 
On Monday, Eastern moved on 
to Georgia Southern for a three 
game night series. The Colonels 
looked as though they had the 
game wrapped up going into the 
bottom of the ninth. They were 
leading 5-1 and the bases were 
loaded and Georgia Southern's 
pitcher was batting. He did what 
most pitchers have never done. 
He hit a grand slam home run to 
tie the game. 
Eastern won the game in the 
top of the thirteenth on a squeeze 
bunt by Ron Andrews. (Andrews 
played the Georgia Southern ser- 
ies in left field, filling in for the 
injured Milburn, who was out with 
a pulled muscle In his left leg.) 
McCullough pitched the first 
eleven innings for Eastern. Steve 
Garrett came on in the twelfth 
and pitched the last two innings 
to pick up the victory. 
Mike Powers and Paul Schel- 
del led the Colonel hitters with 
three hits each. Cain and Cook 
added   two   hits   to  the  attack. 
The second game of the series 
with Georgia Southern saw East- 
ern win, 8-4. Shay pitched nine 
innings and was credited with 
his first victory. 
Georgia Southern took the last 
game of the series, 2-1. Eastern 
used three pitchers IB this con- 
test-Taylor, Garrett, and fresh- 
man Billy Wells. Taylor pitch- 
ed four scoreless innings, and 
Garrett came on In the fifth 
when Georgia Southern scored 
both its runs. The home team 
pushed across the two lead runs 
on   three   hits   and  two walks. 
Wells came on in this inning 
and retired the side. He pitched 
the final three Innings, per- 
mitting only one hit. 
The road trip was cut short, 
as the games with Carson-New- 
man and Tennessee Tech were 
rained out. Eastern nipped Ers- 
kine, 4-3. 
Milburn returned to lineup and 
promptly responded with a 4- 
for-4 day at the plate and one 
RBI. Buzz Ashby, Roger Rob- 
erts, and Dave Cupp each added 
two hits for the Colonels. Cupp 
collected 2 RBI's, and Roberts 
knocked in his first run of the 
year. 
Andrews started the game for 
the Colonels and pitched eight 
and two-thirds innings to register 
his first win of the season. Wells 
was called upon In the ninth inn- 
ing to stop a would-be uprising. 
With two men on and two outs, 
Wells walked the first man he 
faced to load the bases. But 
he struck out the final batter to 
end the game. 
Monday, Eastern played anot- 
her non-conference foe, George- 
town. The Colonels had seven 
hits from seven different players. 
Milburn, Scheidel, Hucker, Cain, 
Cook, Powers and Shay each 
garnered one hit. 
Shay went the distance for the 
second straight time, and he 
picked up his second victory 
of the season. He struck out a 
season high 13 men and allowed 
only three hits. 
Through the first nine games 
this year, Eastern stands 6-3 
overall   and   0-2   in  the OVC. 
Eastern's pitchers and their 
records are as follows: Shay, 
2-0; Andrews, 1-0; McCullough, 
1-0; Garrett, 1-1; Robertson, 1-1; 
and Taylor, 0-1. 
Eastern entertains Morehead 
for a doubleheader Friday and 
East Tennessee for two games 
Saturday. Xavier and Berea pro- 
vide the opposition for Eastern 
on Turkey Hughes Field Monday 
and Wednesday, respectively. 
I 
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Andrews-The Lef(fielder 
Senior pitcher Ron Andrews played a different position for 
the Colonels in the Georgia Southern series. He started 
those three games in left field in place of Craig Milburn, 
who sat that series out because of a pulled muscle in his 
left thigh. (Staff photo  by Bobby Whitlock) 
Eastern's Spring FootBall Game Set For May 2 
P,„arB     Ohio Vallev   Con - niiart*rh»rk  Tim rm«   m.in    Brooks      and   fullback     Butch college division All- Americans 
sss-^zss.zr^vT" m"k ,or -,wtes wSewT^,;..oPh<.mor.po»re
e,u,n,1:isisr. 
4^n m«n»^r,,MniHn«rfor
from Whitesburg, also has per- ern and, according toKidd, "has 
coiS ?£ Sana" nssgtl?f     BobFricker,   a   red-   anirt formed weU at tailback. done a great Job*at    tackle." 
Co"h,"°J !SS!^hftf«nHn»,roni Cincinnati, has Impressed The quarterbacks have a Mark Shireman, a former 
« . ?« f JEZL IS %£*££ to® coaching staff as March's bevy of outstanding receivers tight end on offense, has per- 
PFf     Jll -*g-yqy* backup man. returning, including Chuck Wal- formed  well    at defensive end. 
Two of the brightest spots -so roth, James Kelly, Don Buehler    Richard Cook, from Lafayette, 
far have been in the   backfleld, and James Wilson. and Harry Gibbs, a senior, are 
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STOf IY FOR A DELICIOUS 
MEAKFAST. WE OPEN AT 6 A.M. 
Featuring 
Central Kentucky's Finest 
Curb - Dining Area 
- COME AS YOU ARE - 
At   UIE   SNACK 
OPEN   UNTIL   12   A 
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sitlons   hit by graduation. 
Bill March, who has been cal- 
led  upon  to  replace  All-  OVC where All-OVC   tailback Jimmy • ■ 
Kentucky's All-Stars Sweep 
Series, Washington Stars 5 
lng layup, bl 
Purdue's Bl 
passes that 
tucky score. I 
Two  other 
THE 
College Life Insurance Company 
Of America 
. . . featuring the life insurance plan design- 
ed especially for college men, sold exclusively 
to college men. Ask now about "THE BENE- 
FACTOR" 
BY  JACK   FROST points and five assists. 
PROGRESS  STAFF WRITER        Kentucky Wesleyan's   George 
The Kentucky All-Stars made a Tinsley was the most consistent 
sweep of the annual Kentucky-In- scorer In the game and tied Kol- 
diana series winning thefirstone let^or game scoring honors**       ™^^ ^7^ 
gZESi r^AKS ^Argento of KentucJcyjfe, ^J*™*?'***""* 
a 113-104 overtime victory. Jerry King of Louisville scored 
Bobby Washington provided the in double figures with each net- 
spark in both games. In leading ting fifteen. Argento's points 
Kentucky to the first victory, were mostly from long range, 
Washington let the Hooslers Kentucky opened up with a 38- 
know from the start who was in 23 first quarter lead, but the 
command. He scored on a driv- second period saw a new start- 
ed a shot _by lng five and Indiana was able to 
Her J flp cane knot the score^at' 39-35. The 
of Ms-gzzUjfc Kentuckians were a^e. tfr pull out 
to another Kep - to a comfortable lead, 61-52, at 
^Vthe end of*the opening half. 
OVC stars, Willie The outcome of the game was 
(Hobo) Jackson and Lamar settled after three quarter stops 
Green, gave the Kentuckians a as Kentucky Jumped out to a 
strong rebounding punch and twenty point lead. 93-73. 
scoring threat Jackson scored 8e«-ond Contest Much Closer 
16 points and pulled down 17 re- Without Washington's clutch 
bounds while Green, his More - play in the overtime, Kentucky's 
head teammate, managed nine hope of a sweep may have been 
points and 13 rebounds. Washing- dampened. But it was Eastern's 
ton wound up the night with 18. flashy guard that rose to   the 
occasion and brought the Ken - 
tucky stars back from a 67-44 
deficit, In the middle of the third 
period, to a 98-98 tie after reg* 
ulation  time. 
Washington's performance was. 
overshadowed by Keller's rec- 
ord-shattering 39 point pro - 
ductlon. Fifteen of those points 
were the result of three- point 
baskets 25 feet from the goal. 
Washington scored six points 
in the overtime before sprain- 
ing his ankle with only a few 
seconds left In the   game. Tin* 
(Conttoned on Page Five) 
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Kldd feels his offensive line- holding down the linebacker spots 
men have taken up the slack left with assistance from Rich 
by graduation. Thomas. 
Paul Hampton, a linebacker Linemen Tom Gaebler, Eddie 
last year, has been moved to cen- Huffman and Tom Reld also 
ter, and tackle Tootle Irwln, have shown they must be reck- 
from Ellzabethtown, has looked oned with next year, 
good after making the transition The defensive secondary re- 
from defense to offense. turns   intact next season. Most 
Donnle Evans, a senior, will impressive so far have been 
be back at the other tackle spot. Mike Armstrong, Ted Green and 
Larry    Kaeline, a   converted Harold Joyce. 
"The kids   are hitting    real 
well,"   said Kldd. "There   has 
the switch from end. been good contact and the work- 
On   defense, Kldd has found lng attitude is tremendous, 
some bright    spots   and a few     "We'll   know more  after the 
others that need polish. Maroon-White game." 
Brightest spot, as usual. Is The game will be played on the 
middle guard Teddy Taylor. university practice field. Con - 
"He Just can't be blocked. If structlon is continuing on the new 
we've ever had an All- Ameri - 18,000-seat stadium and Hanger 
can at Eastern, Teddy's the one. Stadium already has been razed 
said Kldd, who has coached three for additional buildings. 
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CAR and HOME 
OVER 300 TAPES TO CHOOSE FROM 
TRANSISTOR RADIOS       TAPE RECORDERS 
I 
Car Tape Players-Home Tape Players - Stereo 
"Your Electronic Headquarters' 
tJulJufll ...the family store 
Welcome Back To 
Eastern and Richmond 
Mkmg ^B£ES" 
J-Wm   ■p«ta«   u>™    ""ST 
Where it's easy to park 
and a pleasure to shop 
Open Every Night Until 9:00 P.M. 
uto 
RICHMOND,   KENTUCKY. 
NOW ... you coo benefit front 
sharply reduced premiums to 
help you get started during the 
first three years* 
o 
NOW . . . you benefit from 
lower insurance costs because 
you are a pi of erred risk 
O 
NOW . . . you can get aN Hie 
facts from your College Life 
representative. 
NOW . . . you should know 
about the BENEFACTOR . . . 
the policy planned exclusively 
for college men. 
"A little time now can pay off 
in a lifetime of satisfaction." 
LU 
ma IMMliM 
fiiaaecW 
See William A. Manz 
l%\ "Associate Alumni" 
Your College Life Representative 
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460 
wear'em 7 days a week... 
(if you dare!) 
TKcmCVhfrW 
No one has to tell you 
boots look great with 
sport clothes. But look 
again. Thorn McAn makes this 
Ankle Hugger to pair with knockaround 
clothes on Saturday... and your best suit on Sunday 
(or any day). Ankle Huggers. Styled rugged, so you 
wear'em with most anything, anytime. Come try a pair. 
Only $11.99 
LERMANS 
« 
Davis Leads Eastern To Track 
Victory Over Cincinnati, 84-51 
Eastern Progress, Thurs., Apr. 24, 1969, Page 5 
*. 
ov  t   niDMFi i  PARKS      remainder of the team. 
C°S2-%T,"hs»,or MAIM. -A   »""Prt 
Davis is majoring In Physical After graduation, Davta Is plan - 
a very  Education and Health. Ke Is now ning  to do his graduate work at 
always   doing   his    student teaching  at Eastern and  Is In hopes ofjoln- 
Thls Is   Model and will graduate In June, ingthe Eastern Track Club. 
progress 
outing which 
'.Washington Picked By Colonels 
(Continued from Page Four) 
■ Tennessee  iNew Orleans); Lamar Green of Morehead 
111  He came to EasterniS the 100% **»«*?*•»& ?£ (Oakland); and George Tinsley of Kentucky Wesleyan 
and he has    made a great deal Davis   M*^ ^ ^  ^  ^   (Oakland), 
of progres . ^™e™ *    J* he'mu8t put outhls energy to the     < SMITH COMPETES IN 
"MR. MIAMI VALLEY" CONTEST 
Carl Smith, "Mr. Louisville of 1969," competed m 
.. .      .... the "Mr. Miami Valley" physique and powerlifting con- 
Kentucky Wins     test April 13. 
m 1 tw.ifl rrom Pace Four) v Out of the 16 contestants entered, Smith finished (Continued from Page *ou        ^ ^.^ behind  ^ ^^ ^ ^^  ^^  place. 
sley added four points in the ex- jerome Currin of Indianapolis, Indiana, won the contest, 
tra period and wound up asi Ken- T th sulMlivisionSf Smith collected the trophy for 
tucky's    leading scorer for the „R        . „ 
ZS*2S£*& M'**"""        Bob Humphries, a physical education major at East-' 
Washington tied the game at 96- em, was ajso in the competition. 
96   on a basket   with 1:42   re- The contest was held at the Kettering Y.M.C.A. in 
regulation     time. Kettering, Ohio. 
®hr 
Inntrrgftj) 
nati, Davis "leaped" w with best of hi, .W and work 
three first places and one sec- hard 
ond place. Eastern won the meet 
by a score of 84-81. 
Davis feels that his    success 
comes from  coach Smith and the 
Journalists 
To Attend 
Conference  malning    in 
Jackson put Kentucky ahead 98- 
97 with only seconds remain - 
lng In the game. Keller was foul- 
ed with two seconds on the clock 
a 
chance of winning the game. He 
missed the first shot' but can- 
ned the second sending the 
game into overtime. The missed 
free-throw was Keller's only 
one out of fifteen attempts. 
The victory was the Ken - 
tuckian's seventh straight and 
leaves the series at 7-1. 
and BUI Powell of The Paducah   I* n J! 1TI nPFS   I fl K S 
Sun-Democrat, will open the con-   ^ l 3 
The Progress will be repre- 
sented by a 16-member delega- 
tion tomorrow and Saturday at the t 
Kentucky    Intercollegiate Press ^  went     to  tte llne ^^ 
Asioclatlon's (KIPA) spring con-    n  <* in i g the ga e. H 
ventlon   at   Murray  State Uni- 
versity. 
The conference will be head- 
lined by four roundtable discus- 
sions, and proposals for chang- 
ing the group's constitution. 
A creative writing session, 
featuring John Federman of 
The  Louisville Courier-Journal 
ference Friday at 1 p.m. A po- 
litics la Kentucky discussion will 
follow at 3:30 , with lieutenant 
governor Wendell Ford, former 
highway commissioner Henry 
Ward, former commerce com- 
missioner Katharine Peden. for- 
mer lieutenant goveror Harry 
Waterfleld and senatorial can- 
didate   Max Hurt  participating. 
A discussion of police-press 
relations is set for Saturday at 
1 p.m. featuring officials from the 
Kentucky penal system, pro- 
fessional police reporters and 
state senator Carroll Hubbard.  ball for Mt. Clemens High School. 
Craig Am merman, editor-In-' Eastern seeks its third con- 
chlef of The Progress, Is presl- secutlve Ohio Valley Conference 
dent of KIP A; Glen Klelne, Pro- title next season. , 
gress adviser, serves as a fac- The Colonels have never been 
ulty adviser to the group Joe out of the top twenty in both 
Edwards, Progress news editor, wire service national college dl- 
ls one of the committee mem- vision polls during the past 
bers rewriting the constitution,    three years.    
Eastern Pact 
Wallace Chambers, a 6-foot- 
6, 235-pound tackle from Mt. 
Clemens, Mich., has signed a 
grant-in-ald  with Eastern. 
Coach Roy Kldd announced the 
signing, calling Chambers "one 
of the finest prospects we've 
ever had at Eastern." 
"Wallace really impressed 
us," Kldd said. "He's a good 
hitter and very aggressive. He 
has good quickness, too." 
Chambers  also played basket- 
A Long Jumper In Action 
Wtlbert Davis, Eastern's long jumper, Jumped 23'2" in win- 
ning this event against Cincinnati. The Eastern track team 
defeated the University of Cincinnati. 84-51, in a meet be- 
fore the spring break. " (Staff photo by Craig Clover) 
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The Winners of Hit U-Shop 
Florida Post Card Contest are: 
Sissy Baldwin 
Frea Brennen 
Rick Tabling 
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Carry-Out 
Delivery 
6235872 0 
290 South Second 
Next To Wallace's Book Store 
Spacious Dining Area 
CITY TAXI 
Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab 
24 Hour Service 
623-1400 
All CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE 
Black IS Beautiful - - - To Those | 
I    Seeking College Professors 
BY ROBERT SCHULMAN        scholars.   It  obtains   In all the fully see In the   rising   appe - 
t,    From The Courier Journal       academic   disciplines, but esp- tlte for black scholars   an ln- 
"I've had Job offers by letter edaily so In humanities and the evltable  expansion of    special 
from DePauw, Antioch and Bra-  Phy»*cal  sciences. tutorial  programs to     uncover 
ndels  University,"    says Doris      Things are so hectic that, as the dormant talents of    ghetto 
Wilkinson   assistant professor of academic vice - president Wll - blacks   at   the pre-college and 
UK source finds "steeped In 
paper criteria" In their rul- 
ing as to who should or should 
not get campus tenure. 
A Shift Away 
r  althY^nlverslty    of 1J*m f- Ekstrom of the Univer- undergraduate     level,  and     of      Beyond     this, there is     the 
Kentucky. sity  °* L°ulsvllle,   says,    "At fellowship    programs     to lure exciting possibility of a shift by 
"Often  the approaches  come national  meetings   of scholars, more qualified blacks Into col- universities    away from   'cata- 
by     lone  -distance    telephone. "'» rare   t0 flnd *- black Ph-D- !•*•   teachlng-which,   for         a logue requirements* and     test 
that's when they   want, as tac- wh0 hasn't   already been snap- variety of reasons,    many have scores,  and toward more sen- 
tfully as possible  to make cer- P*1   "P by a top institution, at hitherto shunned. sltlve forms of personal assess- 
taln   that  I'm   black; for that, * fabulous   salary we   couldn't     In  this    view, the     campus ment as a device  for admitting 
combined    with my doctoral de- begin to afford."                             awakening   to black scholarship undergraduates     now automati- 
itree    makes  me a  hot Item." T*16 Prevailing talk in  chrome development      may   also  bring cally rejected. 
Prof   Wilkinson    Is the first "dome   circles   is   of   "raids" some     long-  needed  modifies- Out of   this   could come   an 
black woman   and only the sec- "^  "kldnaplngs," with the pre- tion of position by   white   fac- overdue   revamping   of     coun- 
ond Negro ever  to be on the full ftigious Ivy League  schools and ulty powers, some of whom one (Continued on Page Nine) 
-time UK faculty   at Lexington; lar«e  ■*»*• .universities  of  the the 
the 
Uncovering Site 
Digging an archaeological "profile" is anthropology professor 
David Ward. He and his students have excavated remains of 
an Indian village, some 1,500 feet east of the University's 
observatory. The village, Ward said, was some 500 to 1,000 
years old. Students found about 2,500 fragments of pottery 
and a dozen projectile points on the site. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Daniel Boone ChicKen 'nBeef 
tecomUMSto RICHMOND 
Fried chicken, roost beef sandwiches, fish, shrimp and all the 
trimmings. The most delicious vitrles in the entire territory. 
Dine with us. or phone and use our drive-in window. This is 
"Boone Country". 
large  state universities  of 
ince   fte WOTshifTof.**ctoto- Midwest and Far West on 
gist Dr. Joseph Scott to the Uni- i**10* end- 
versity of Toledo, Prof. Wilkln-     Rising Demands For Blacks 
son   alone carries   thedlstlnc- -■   ...   .,„,   .. „ „.,      „ 
I«™,  «♦ .h0 me «.mmi« A difficult problem,"    con- 
"«2S Z "SKi *. UK '«*>» *• «?-*-'« «■» 
HE? uTV-ssa zr-irzT^^ other institutions are found bid- ■£■•    ASI we 8°J™m state  to 
state, we see at  every major in- 
stitution a   rising demand   for 
the black scholar." 
Observers   In   higher 
their point 
ding for her services: 
Doris  Wilkinson     Is. a    rare 
catch who might never have re- 
Apply Now 
turned to UK, where she was an     ~""™ "*D. "'   "T^ 
7 with contrasting implications. 
Feverish  Talent Hunt Pessimists fear: 
Are you interested in an  ed- ,    u n Pressures   from   extremists 
itorial position on   one of East-;;   As a black Ph.D., she is one of ln tte black-identity movement 
em's    award-winning    student * Uny category of scholars who 'that   may   cause institutions to 
publications? now are **>«   object nationwide, lower    g^ traditional qual - 
Applications   for all editorial  1° college and university circles, ifications   for faculty appoint - 
positions    for the 1969-70 staff ./* me mo»t feverish  talent hunt ment   jU8t to get     more black 
since the days of harum-scarum faculty wpresence » at   the ex- 
biddlng for   promising athletes. pense     of    wer. M   teaching 
Many such scholars prefer, quaiity 
like Dr. Wilkinson, to be eyalua- A ^art that, in order to 
ted for their teaching ability, expand ^e po^ „, undergrad- 
without reference to race. But uates from which doctorai can- 
after decades when being black dldatefl must come, standards 
was a professlonal handicap, and & admission to colleges wiU 
then years when the ethic was be s0 iowered as to downgrade 
to   mention   race, today over-all   college   effectiveness. 
of The Eastern Progress, stu- 
dent newspaper, are now avail- 
able in the student publications 
office, Room 417, Jones Build- 
ing. 
Editors of The Eastern Prog- 
ress   expressed hope that   no 
student would  withhold an  ap- 
plication      because   of   inex - 
perience.   They also 
TV,,   #~\„*~   **„,, <7<P»est for   black faculty Is con-southern   college 
1 rV-UUtS   May   /8clentIously motivated by a de- Ultles currently 
•* ^       sire to abet what Richard     L. source of supply 
Eastern 
By-Pass 
noted that, never 
all students applying   for   po - black ln academic circles has     A Ificatlon 
sitlons would be welcome on the never been more beautiful. ^ the "black brain drain" being 
staff. For  some     institutions,   the feu by the predominantly Negro 
quest for    lac  fac lty is c - sout er    c lle es,   whose fac- 
are  the prime 
s l for black sch- 
Cheerleading  try-outs will be Barber, on leave   from i being olars. 
held on Wednesday, May 7th at dean of the College of Arts   and.    But a growing   body of   op- 
6:30 p.m., in Weaver Gym. Sciences at   the University    of iinlort   takes   a  positive stance. 
All     sucond semester fresh- Louisville, calls "long -overdue     Those in   this category-which 
man and upper-classmen with a Programs for  living together." includes  many  of  the   nation's 
2,0 overall   are eleglble to try It    is    to   atone in predomln- most respected educators-hope- 
out, antly white Institutions for   the 
Those Interested ln trying out long years     of denying    black 
for  a position     on the    squad scholars  the attention suggested 
should attend either the May 5th by their qualifications, 
or 6ti» practice sessions at 5:30     For other colleges and   uni - 
-6:30 p.m., in the Ravine. varsities, it is a pragmatic re- 
Thls year   there are a max- sponse   to student demands for 
mum  of     6 positions open for black-studies programs,       and 
nen and     a maximum of 4 po - 'or more   black faces  on fac - 
iltlons open for women. ultles. 
Sifts For All Occasions 
GOODWIN'S 
GIFT SHOP 
Greeting Cords 
Sealing Wax and Seal 
DELTA UPSI 
1ST 
- Either way, the intensity of 
the talent hunt is explained by 
the severe scarcity of avail- 
able, qualified black teachers 
holding (or within reach of) the 
advanced degree that is the sine 
qua non for permanent rank on 
most campuses. 
Less Than I Per Cent 
A survey completed last fall 
by,i the Ford Foundation showed 
that of almost 37,500 doctoral 
degrees awarded between 1964 
and 1968, by a representative 
group of 63 of the nation's uni - 
versltles, only 294 -fewer than 
1 per cent- went to black Ameri- 
cans. And this still left at fewer 
than 1 per cent the number of 
Negroes among all those Ameri- 
cans who hold doctoral degrees. 
Witt)  good Ph.D.s of any color 
in a supply that badly trails the 
demand, the   result has been a 
lerce seller's market for black 
on 
FROSTING 
$16.50 
OPOI THURSDAY 
It FRIDAY NIGHTS 
Phone 623-1500 
I 
c ?</>'i tt\ 11 < 
(if , J< ,aL 
1969 AMM 
you can get smw 
with now. 
I 
-:- Grand Prix Bike Race -:- 
Saturday. May 10, 1969 
8:45 Ai M. .  Meeting of Captains & Judges 
9:00 A.M.— 1:00 P.M      Marathon Race (4Hour6Man Relay) 
1:30 —2:00 P.M    4 Lap Faculty Race 
2:15 — 2:20 P.M I Lap Speed Race 
2:30 — 2:50 P.M Girl* Tricycle raco 
3:00 5:00 P.M Jarn Session in the Ravine 
Queen Candidate Revue 
8:00 — Midnite  Dance - Trophy Presentation & 
Coronation of Queen 
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM 
DELTA     UPSILON 
1st Annual Grand Prix Bike Race 
Name   of   Group       Captain 
Richmond Address   ".       Phone   
M:imthon Team Members ' Speed Rare   ^  
 Clrls Tricycle Race  
 Faculty   Race    
 Queer  Candidate  
Richmond  Address  
Phbrui  
This form must be returned to Room 802 Todd Hull by April 25.1969. along with S5.00 entry fee for the Marathon Ractxand S3.00 
cntry fee for the Girl's Tricycle Race. There wil be no entry fee for the Faculty Race. D. U. not responsible for accident or in- 
Jury. 
Signed  
TEA^I CAPTAIN 
A LIMITED NUMBER OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES WIU BE AVAILABLE 
IATE ENTRIES WILL BE CONSIDERED. 
HERE'S 
jHEUM 
INLAID FOR 
IOTH BOOK & 
Our complete Mltction si CWf'• 
Notts fives you instant help with 
literature problems, acclaimed 
by teachers and students aba*. 
Cliff's Notes make your study time 
mere efficient-help you earn 
better grades. Dont put 
it off. Bet me CHI's Notes 
OVER 150 TITLES 
ONLY   %]VL 
WALLACE'S 
BOOK STORE 
r MNea Uses* Hsertsn CMOS 
■ baM fey-i* ■ ■ 
4T* 
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Nine Eastern Coeds Are Contestants In Richmond Pageant 
BY JUDI   LEDFORD 
STAFF WRITER ^-   commer- ganizatton that has awarded more talent division. 
Auditorium,    mwtrww «» —■»»- —~ ~-.~ .-—.-—,    ,— -—   --—     
monies tor "Ifs More Than A   musical production numbersdur- Jones, an 
Admission to the pageant Is The 196, Miss Richmond Pag- Pageant,.'   the                               £ g^^SF * "^ KJS? *£T 8^^ !MiSF*S ESZ Sa\     ST* Unda   Hensley. scholarships to youn, ladies than 
eant,   sponsored by the Junior year's production, J^^™ tain the pageant mooa. ksSson Central HtehSchool sen- an EKU student, will interpret EKU. will present a piano solo; any  other  organization in the $2  per  £«»*   *"*«*■,JJ 
Woinans Club, wUl offlciaUy be- Janet Hatfleld, the reignlnt Miss     ^  mlln attractlon will be ™*^# ^? 2?„ intorprJ. i poem; Sherry Smith, EKU, will and Susan Watklns, an EKU stu- world.            ^                .     £, *™C£2lT CU?S? 
gin at 10:00 a.m. Saturday April Kentucky.            ^..-.^-m seventeen lovely ladies display- ** . ™ ™ ^"ndacSmE dmnce; Gwendolyn Holbrook^  an dent,   will  deliver  a dramatic      Miss   Richmond  will receive *' *• "» ***•*: CJ*J 
U, with a parade through down-   Enlivening the pageant's pacewUi       ^ dramattc, vocal, danc- tottoB of a poen*. Brenoa ^amp-          ^              / presentaplano interpretation.                              $350 in schoUrships and gifts pital >^£* ™* "* «"' 
town Richmond.                            be added »ttracttoM-a lS-ptece          ^ instrumental dexterity belL a  Model    High      school *            ^       F     Eastern's Miss   Patty   Anderson, Miss and the right to compete In the sery;, the Cerebral Palsy Cen- 
Partlclpating in th.parad.wiU orchestra led ^£™»£ ^    preemptions     in    swim »tude£       who  ^V^^^^^gg^^^ RlchmoQd „*    „, a„ ^tern Miss Kentucky Pageant in July   tor; Telfort' Community Cjntor; 
be Eastern's ROTC Drill Team a  vocal  trtofeatortogMiase« 8Uit .^eveninggowncompeitlon. a piano     
80to»   ^™y*   °™L Jiver a dramaticmonologu.jSon- student will crown the newqueen. A scholarship of S75    will be The  Stephen  Foster        *««« 
land Pershing Rifles, the Madl- Judy  Cable, Kay. TWtor, •** -   "      ^ _ __  _.^ clay,_ Madison   .CMt^.jJU "J^J^J^JJS,. wmrinaiW. The Miss Richmond Pageant awarded the first runner-up, one School; and girl scout and 4-H 
I 
1 I 
II 
son Central Hieh School Band   Susan Loveli, lead malevocaltot,     Contestants for the title of the present  a 
X lSSon High ScZl Band 5S itoss^ tali EKU students). ai^ssT   Miss Richmond    and also Patrlc 
land  Storiettes,   the Model High 
| School Band Miss Patty Ander- 
son, Miss Richmond of 1968, and 
the seventeen contestants for th 
title of Miss Richmond 1969. 
On Monday, April 28, the con- 
testants will be guests at a tea 
i and an interview with the Judges 
Mrs. Donald Ostormlller, Louis- 
ville; William Harry Clark, 
Lexington; George F. Smith Jef- 
ferson County; and Robert War- 
ren of Adams and Warren Ac- 
countants. 
The    pageant will take place 
that   evening   in Hiram Brock 
vocal 
an EKU 
'solo  draKnaebe, EKU will sing; Deb- 
stu- orah   Perry.   Madison      High is a   forerunner   to   the   Miss of $50 will be awarded the sec- camps. 
£h0P 
I 
Conference 
To Concern 
Mentally 111   j 
A bold policeman bangs on 
the door of a violent criminal's 
apartment and shouts, "We're 
taking you In!" ' A shot is fired 
and the officer, as well as the 
prisoner are lost. 
This is a pathetic but unavoid- 
labl. situation that has occured 
all  too frequently in the United 
(States   in   recent   years.   How- 
ever such problems are being 
| dealth with by our law enforce- 
ment departments  In Kentucky. 
The Eastern School of Law en- 
forcement is sponsoring a state- 
wide Law Enforcement Confer- 
ence, which will be held here on 
Tuesdav April 29, 1969, on the 
topic "The Police Officer and the 
Mentally Defective Offender." 
The conference will open at 9:00 
|a,m. with registration in Brock 
Auditorium and will close at 
[4 p.m.. 
The purpose of this conference 
! is to help the police officer to 
identify the mental offender and 
to know what action he should 
' take in dealing with this type in- 
! dividual. 
Dr.    Dale Farabee, Commis- 
sioner,   Department  of  Mental 
Health   State of Kentucky, has 
agreed to participate in the con- 
Iference. 
Also, Dr. Ray Hayes, Superin-I 
I tondent,  Central State Hospital, 
Department   of   Mental   Health 
State of Kentucky, will take part 
I in the conference. 
The subject of Special Menta 
leases willbedlscusSetfbyapanei 
'made  up of the following spec- 
ialists:   Dr. James Bland Ken- 
tacky    Department    of Mental 
I Health,    Mrs.   Margaret  Long 
Kentucky  Department of Mental 
Health, Dr.  Jack Monroe   Nat- 
ional Insistite of Mental Health 
(Narcotic Hospital).   This panel 
I will discuss sexual devlancy, sui- 
cides,   drug   abuse, and the al- 
coholic. 
ROTC Men 
Win Grants 
Eleven ROTC students   have 
I been awarded two-year scholar- 
ships by the Department of the 
I Army. 
The scholarships are awarded 
on the  basis of  completion  by 
the cadet of basic ROTC, an ac- 
ademic standing of 3.0, physical 
qualification, and a good evalu- 
I atlon by an Army-Clvillan board. 
rv*Ofthe  30 scholarships award- 
led by the Army to Kentucky Un- 
iversities, Eastern students won 
111, a larger number than anyoth- 
|er university in the state. 
The scholarships pay for the 
I student's entire entrance fee, 
I books, and laboratory fees and 
I provide him $50 a month. He Is 
I obligated to serve four years 
>n active duty upon graduation. 
Students winning the scholar- 
ships are: 
John N. Doggendorf, Cincinn- 
ati; James B. Insco, Evansvllle, 
Ind.; Randall J. Honeycutt, 
i Plnetop, Ky.; Howard R.Starnes, 
Elkorn City, Ky.; Stephen D. 
Shlnn, Ludlow, Ky.; Ronald D. 
Boyd, Lexington; Donald G. Pow- 
ers, Charlottesvllle, Va.; Larry 
S. Fields, Grayson, Ky.; Thom- 
as W. Schultz, Haddonfield, N.J.: 
Reginald G. Walters, Louisville; 
and Michael A. Welch, Lookout 
Heights, Kentucky.. 
fMeeting Tonight 
r    Eastern's  recently  organized 
(sociology  club will hold its sec- 
lond  meeting   tonight at 7:30 In 
I Lancaster House. 
Dr. John Cooper,  chairman of 
I the philosophy department, Nich- 
olas Peterson, assistant pro - 
fessor   of    sociology, and  Rev. 
1 Charles Blakemore, minister of 
the First Christian Church of 
Richmond    will     be the   guest 
I speakers. 
Each will speak   on Religion 
[Today. Afterwards, there will 
be an  open    discussion on the 
I topic. 
Any interested   persons    are 
["invited to  attend. 
Phone Exhibit 
The   J.  T.  Dorrls     Museum 
I will sponsor   a    special exhibit 
of the Telephone Collection    of 
Dr. Robert N. Grise from April 
24 to the end of May. 
HEAVY 
DATE 
The young executive 
,ook of this U. Shop 
single breasted 
number makes him 
a heavyweight in a 
lightweight suit. 
Compare the "cut" 
of a U. Shop suit 
with ali others-Gals 
notice these things. 
Her man is something 
special. That's why 
she went overboard 
to please him with 
this dressy 
tri-colored Mine 
standout. Overboard? 
,n taste, not in price 
at the U. Shop. 
1 
•>?£* 
2fot««totrstt88M< 
*.> *.**? 
k &mtem 
YESJHEH-^OP HAS JUST 
■) 
SPRING DRESSES. 
* 
\ I Can't Praise TMr Valut 
Too Highly... 
ALONG WITH THE 
ING LINES IN SKIRTS.SCOOTERS, 
AND MMl$"r\%7 
Tilt Winners of the U-Shop 
Florida Pott Card Contest are: 
Sissy Baldwin 
FTVO  vrvtmwn 
Rick Tabling 
Come in and get your prtae! 
U-^!)op 
212 WATER STREET DIAL 623-9674 
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Arlington Constitution Ratified 
Terrace Helpy-Selfy 
Coin,Operated Laundry 
"It you'tv too busy studying to do your wash, 
let our attendants do it for you.*' 
2 Blocks off W. Main. 
Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets 
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's 
*Jcfln...1tosis 
kind of personal 
but do you use 
Tampax tampons?* 
Wouldn't ux 
anything else... 
ijfyh converted, 
easier1Duse, 
eomfortable,and 
Ihcydorft short..* 
*I^<ss#?afsuAy 
you can wear 
ail -those -fantastic 
clones iSltetimd. 
Wi* I could.' 
'fflhatmeansyou 
don't ustTampax 
Tampons, you 
6ct(jhTfo$t'te1tem 
airy.duidw't 
justtahsmyucni 
forit~.askAnn 
and Jane andtfdl, 
millions of girls 
afloveriheUS. 
woct/dfe/lyouiht 
same thing.* 
*Thtftftoy,huh?' 
Vro hotly more? 
(Continued from Page 1) 
ents a southern-styled mansion 
and 15 surrounding acres to the 
University. 
The Arlington Association will 
be governed by a 22-man Board 
of   Directors,   eleven of whom 
are   ex- of/icio by position, and 
eleven more who will be elected 
from  the  membership at-large 
Membership in the association 
Is open to all Eastern alumni who 
are active members of the Alum- 
ni Association, members of the 
faculty and staff   and   retired 
faculty and staff with five years' 
service to the University, and 
members of the Century Club who 
maintain current membership In 
the Alumni Association. 
Certain honorary member- 
ships were also designated. 
Those went to Hanger, the Gov- 
ernor of the Commonwealth, each 
chairman of the Board of Regents 
each member of the regents 
appointed by the Governor each 
recipient of an honorary degree 
and each president-emeritus of 
the University. 
All membership applications 
must be submitted to a mem- 
bership committee one of stand- 
ing committees established in the 
constitution and are subject to 
approval by the board of di- 
rectors. 
It was announced that a mem- 
bership drive will be underway 
soon,   with all persons  joining 
the     association by September 
30,   1969   to  be designated as 
founding members. 
Families who live In Madison 
County, or in an adjoining county, 
or who conduct business in eith- 
er, will be assessed $108 year- 
ly dues and will be classified as 
resident members. Any family 
which does not meet one of the 
above qualifications will bes- 
sessed $54 yearly / dues and will 
be classified as a non-resident 
member. 
Founding resident families, 
(those Joining by September 30 
1969) will be charged $90 
initiation fee to be paid over a 
two-year period. The Initiation 
fee for founding non-resident 
families will be $45. 
Families not falling in the 
founding categoryy will be as- 
sessed $120 initiation fee If they 
attain resident status. Non- 
founding non-resident famil- 
ies will be charged $60 initia- 
tion fee. Both assessments are 
payable over a three-year per- 
iod. 
The fees for individual mem- 
berships will be exactly naif of 
the family charge in all cases.; 
Non-resident members, family 
or individual, are not eligible 
to serve on the board of direct- 
ors. 
President Martin told student 
regent Steve Wilborn that stu- 
dents would not be eligible to 
participate in the activities of 
the association, even If they 
were a member of the board of 
regents, a child of an alumnus 
or of an honorary member. 
Construction of a student cen- 
ter on the grounds at Arlington 
Is    well-underway,     President 
Martin said after the meeting. 
In other action the board ap- 
proved a bid of $51,835.50 from 
Emory and Derr, Inc. to widen 
and resurface Crabbe Street. 
Also, President Martin pass- 
ed out copies of the Student Af- 
fairs Report (Powell Report), re- 
cently approved by the Faculty 
Senate. 
Dr. Martin asked the board 
members to "study this document 
thoroughly," adding that they 
might consider taking action at 
their next session. 
Also, Dr. Martin distributed 
copies of the newly-written con- 
stitution for the Student Associa- 
tion, passed two weeks ago by th 
Student Council. He pointed out 
two discrepancies In the docu- 
ment and appointed a five-man 
committee to study the constitut- 
ion and report back to the re- 
gents. 
Named to the committee were 
regent Robert Begley, chairman; 
James PeUegrinon, chairman of 
the committee which wrote the 
document; Dan Crum, parllmen- 
tarian of the Student Council; 
Dr. William Sexton, chairman 
of the Faculty Senate, and Powell. 
Dr. Martin recognized certain 
correspondence he had received 
over the censure handed by the 
regents to Wilborn for passing 
out copies of a controversial 
essay which they claimed con- 
tained "unspeakable obsceni- 
ties." 
He declined to discuss the is- 
sue saying the minutes of that 
meeting were not yet ready. He 
added that all pertinent corres- 
pondence concerning that matter 
would be introduced at the time 
when the minutes from the meet- 
ing were introduced. 
■ 
Publications Week 
Governor Louie B. Nunn signs a proclama- 
tion designating April 20-26 as Kentucky 
Scholastic Publications Week. Those wit- 
nessing the signing are (from left) Craig 
Ammerman, Progress editor and acting pres- 
ident of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press 
Association; Glen Kleine, assistant professor 
of Journalism and advisor to the Progress 
and KIP A; Gail Gibson, editor-designate of 
the Kentucky State Thorobred and acting 
secretary of KIP A; representing high school 
administrators and teachers working for bet- 
ter school publications are the principal and 
school newspaper adviser of the Bourbon 
County High School; Ann Burden, secretary 
of the Kentucky High School Press Asso- 
ciation; Brad CowgiU, vice-president of 
KHSPA; Rebecca Jones, president of KHSPA; 
and Charles Reynolds, director of publications 
at the University of Kentucky and adviser to 
the KHSPA. 
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MONDAY 
MAKES AN ORDINARY DAY SPECIAL! 
TUESDAY    |    WEDNESDAY 
Mexican Study 
Deadline Near 
Students interested in attending 
summer school at the Institute 
Technologlco y de Estudlous Su- 
periores de Monterrey may ob- 
tain a catalog and application 
form in room 208 Cammack Hall. 
The summer of study, sponsor- 
ed by Eastern, will run from 
July 18 to August 20. 
The deadline for applications Is 
Mayl. 
Seminar Set 
The African Studies Seminar 
will meet Thursday, April 24 
at 8:30 p.m.     In Combs    206. 
Excerpts from two African 
plays The Lion and the Jewel 
by Wole Soyiaka and The Song 
of the Boat by John Pepper 
Clark will be presented by stu- 
dents from the department of 
drama. 
The presentation will be fol- 
lowed by discussion of the dra- 
mas. 
Banquet Friday 
Eastern's candidate for "Miss 
Student Nurse of Kentucky" will 
be selected at a banquet for 
students enrolled in the School 
of Nursing and alumnae tomor- 
row night at Holiday Inn. 
Pat Slier, Cheri Beadle and 
Sandy Sterlinsky have been nom- 
inated for this honor. 
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THURSDAY 
Give your       I 
contact lenses I 
a bath 
tonight In order to keep your contact lenses as 
comfortable and convenient as they were 
meant to be, you have to take care of 
them. But until now you needed two or 
more separate solutions to properly 
prepare and maintain your contacts. Not 
with Lensine. Lensine is the one lens 
solution for complete contact lens care. 
Cleaning your contacts with Lensine 
retards the buildup of foreign deposits on 
the lenses. And soaking your contacts in 
Lensine overnight assures you of proper 
lens hygiene. You get a free soaking case 
on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine. 
It has been demonstrated that improper 
storage between wearings may result in 
the growth of bacteria on the lenses. 
This is a sure cause of eye irritation and 
in some cases can endanger your vision. 
Bacteria cannot grow in Lensine which is 
sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic. 
Just a drop or two of Lensine, before you 
insert your lens, coats and lubricates it 
allowing the lens to float more freely in 
§the eye's fluids. That's because 
Lensine is an "isotonic" solution, 
which means that it blends with 
the natural fluids of the eye. 
Let your contacts be the 
convenience they were 
meant to be. Get 
some Lensine, from the 
Murine Company, Inc. 
I 
Demand Is Increasing For Black, College- Level Educators 
(Continued from Page Six) 
sellng services, clear down to 
the elementary-school level. In 
this sense, white as well as black 
students would benefit from what 
chairman Robert Doherty of the 
U of L's fine-arts department 
says would be "adentlna lousy 
system, thanks to the movement 
of black awakening." 
For now, however, the dragnet 
Is out chiefly for what some of 
the angriest among young black- 
mllltant students resentfully call 
"the super-Negro"- the black 
who already has achieved his 
advanced academic degree, or Is 
close to It. 
No college or university in 
Kentuckiana Is devoid of hairy 
tales that mirror the frustrat- 
ing search. 
deanship, both of whom were 
expected to opt for Louisville 
until, "at the last minute," they 
declined. Apparently they de- 
cided they could rely more on 
the congenial housing and family 
-life circumstances they had 
found for blacks in more-north- 
ern cities. 
Firmly established on the U 
of L faculty and due to become 
an assistant professor next fall 
Is Sam L. Neal of the Kent Sch- 
ool of Social Work, who won his 
bachelor's and master's degrees 
at U of L and then a law degree 
at the University    of Colorado. 
Neal was heading up the Nei- 
ghborhood Youth Corps here when 
recruited by Kent School Dean 
Kenneth Klndelsperger, and for 
Neal,  Louisville,  is    home. He 
When the U of L's Prof. Doh- ?°f« not *• Lta™ "**££' ™ 
erty arrived at a recent national " l8 *?££?*" KSTSKK! meeting in Boston of arts   c0i-demand balance in black-scholar 
leagues from other  Institutions. **lwit **»* t0 
one of the first things he noticed 
was a tall, handsome black man . 
dominating the scene in the hotel l*** university, and his atten- 
lobby dance  at an academic institute 
"He was    being wooed; that's i" ?^^^^m»^^ 
make a speech in Atlanta, he was 
promptly approached by an  At- 
 
the only way I can put it," sign- 
ed Doherty, who met two collea- 
gues who were there for no other 
purpose save to spot black - 
Ph.D. talent. 
offer from the University of Min- 
nesota. . 
Hard Work Unproductive 
"We    were     at work on re- 
Hlgh-Priced   Bidding 
cruiting qualified black faculty 
long before the wave of pub- 
"Clustered around him were 10 llcity, sending representatives 
or 12 representatives of various to countless meetings to spot 
institutions, all trying for his any but we've had only neg- 
attentlon. With his doctorate but ligible results," says the Right 
only two or three years' teach - Rev. Alfred F. Horrigan, presi- 
lng experience, he still was look- dent of Bellarmlne-Ursullne Col 
Ing   for a salary of $12,000 for lege. 
a spot that we at Louisville could      That     is an understatement, 
give  only  $9,000 tops. And I'm for Bellarmlne has  totally lack- 
sure he got what he was asking." 
U of L President Woodrow M. 
Strlckler tells wistfully of a 
Negro Ph.D. In mathematics, 
and of a Ph.D. prospect for   a 
ed any full-time black faculty 
since it reluctantly saw, last 
year, the retirement of its long 
-time chemistry, department 
chairman. Dr. Henry Wilson. 
"In his case, we were lucky 
that he liked the community 
and wanted to stay here," says 
Msgr. Horrigan. 
The president and Bellar - 
mine's Dean Robert Preston 
recently were elated over the 
prospect of adding to the fac- 
ulty a black priest with a 
doctoral degree from the Uni- 
versity of Chicago In theology 
and literature. He was so close 
to commitment that Bellarmlne 
even had English courses as- 
signed to him. 
But In the end, the Ph. D. 
priest decided to join a small 
college for blacks, where he 
felt he could be of greater 
service. 
"I sympathised, but I 
didn't appreciate it," said 
Msgr. Horrigan. 
President Carl Hill of pre - 
dominantly Negro Kentucky State 
College at Frankfort notes wry- 
ly, "Just the other day, the 
president of one of the reg- 
ional Institutions asked me if we 
couldn't please, please spare 
for him a faculty man In his- 
tory. 
"We're Good Friends, Bat... 
"My answer to him was,'We're 
good friends, but. . ." 
As one obvious pipeline, 
Kentucky State is having it own 
problems keeping its Ph.D.pool 
up to desirable level It has 
three faculty vacancies this 
year, and expects more next 
year. 
Indiana University prides It- 
self on what administrative 
vice-president David Derge 
calls "one of the longest rec- 
ords of attention to cultural 
plurality." Yet, to the full- 
time faculty of some 800 at 
the main IU campus in Bloom- 
lngton, the university has man- 
aged thus far to attract only five 
black Ph.D.'s. 
"Very intense competition 
for the available talent," says 
IU's Arts and Sciences dean, 
By run Carter, crossing his 
fingers for commitments from 
four more bright black pro - 
spects IU spotted In the pool of 
"Just-finishing" doctoral can- 
didates^ to which recruiters 
must devote much of their at- 
tention,. 
"It's  not enough   Just to add 
another Negro, what we      must 
complicated by the fact that they Long-range alleviation of the 
feel the atmosphere here Is set problem Is believed dependent 
by the attitudes of white tra - upon more programs to en - 
dltlonalists. courage  and fully finance more 
Why  should     they buy     that black undergraduates  Into win - 
when so many outfits elsewhere nlng their academic credentials 
In the country want   them   on for college teaching, 
more   inviting terms?" Meantime,    the mostly   black 
I This Is not a unanimous colleges which are the prime 
view of the Kentucky campus targets for faculty pirating are 
"atmosphere." in severe Jeopardy. 
Nonetheless, what black sen- Still, as Kentucky State Col - 
olars from the North, or the lege is currently discussing with 
security of   mostly black camp- UK and U of L, these black col - 
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• Musical Instruments 
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have are people  capable of doing us     communities  in the South, leges are trying to help balance 
an A-No. 1 teaching Job," stres- 
see the assistant director of 
Louisville's Jefferson Com - 
munlty College, Dr. John T. 
Smith, himself    a black, Ph.D. 
"And that means that the 
type we want is wanted by many 
others, unless we're lucky to 
get somebody Just coming out 
of graduate studies." 
Jefferson Community Col - 
lege, one of 16 administered by 
UK, has four part- time Negro 
instructors, but other than Dr. 
Smith, only one other full-time 
black.   She  is a division chair- 
man/with a Ph.D.  from Indiana X*    "ft^" 2* ^ *°#2 
who recently    turned down multiplied sevenfold, and 
think of living patterns in Ken- the total academic world by ar- 
tucky       does seem     to com - ranging   annual exchanges be - 
plicate    local   pursuit   of   the tween     their faculties and those 
e|usive   black scholar, who too of the mostly   white campuss. 
often finds himself regarded as 
"some  sort       of commodity." 
Future Not Bright 
Any hope that the seller's 
market can be relieved by a 
dramatic upsurge in the num- 
bers of black PhD's is dashed 
by the current logistics. 
Last fall's Ford Foundation 
survey found the number of Neg- 
roes now in the    nation's grad- 
u., 
an offer to move to a campus 
not far from Louisville at a 
salary Increase of $3,000. 
Among many offers Dr. 
Smith himself has turned down 
was a lucrative bid from a 
Florida university, where he 
would have been the first black 
professor. 
He says that, like some 
other Negro scholars whose 
Kentucky "childhood ties hap- 
pen not to have been soured 
by early Indignities, he would 
rather continue making con - 
tributions In his home state 
than go pioneering farther south. 
South Has Recruiting Problem 
But luring Negro scholars to 
mostly white   campuses in Ken- 
II 
mn 1AM Mm 
rein wm.ftm 
"Figure On Banking With Us" 
TWO CONVENIENT 10OU/0NS- 
- MAIN STREET £ BIG Hill AVENUE 
W    ' #>■*..>♦ 
 _  
m .iAi..*     \  
the 
annual output of new black Ph. 
D.s upped 15 times, to bring a 
ratio of scholars equaling the 
Negro segment of the total U. 
S. population." 
"AH the current black re- 
cruitment programs will not 
bring off such Increases" 
the study said. 
Some campus sources, In 
Kentucky and elsewhere, main- 
tain that even in the face of 
the current acute, shortage of 
black Ph.D's, some colleges and 
universities could be making a 
better catch if they Installed 
faculty-recruitment programs 
more outreachingly and speci - 
flcally directed to Negro talent. 
* This thrust Is aimed at 
departmen  chairman   and fac- 
tucky and     farther south states Mies who traditionally make the 
from   Michigan, niinois,    New decisions     about   recruitment, 
York  or  Wisconsin Is 
matter. 
"There's a basic problem, 
in recruiting from elsewhere. 
Many a scholar feels un 
certain about the mores and 
folkways he'll encounter here, 
let alone farmer 
with  his    family's 
another tenure and teaching rank. In 
their world, race is never men- 
tioned in faculty Job correspon- 
dence of announcement of avail- 
Ability In academic Journals.  . 
"It's   a real hangup for many 
in our   game, after    a lifetime 
south. And ofYbservlng     a   color-    blind 
adjustment ethic, to   turn   about and   de - 
to think about, he's suspect of llberately begin appointing-even 
what   the  white     man's    at 4 
titudes   will    be," says    Sam 
Neal, the black Instructor at 
the U of L's Kent School of 
Social Work.  
A much stronger reading 
comes from Frank Mayo, a 
thoughtful student in the social- 
work school who was among lead- 
ers of the recent black-student 
confrontation with U of L Presi- 
dent Strickler. 
Mayo was one of several 
black students financed by . the 
university for a recent scoot- 
ing 'trip around the country for 
Mack faculty' prospects. Mayo 
says, "We found that the tough 
problem of getting black pro- 
fessors    here    is < damn well 
Campus Flick 
HIRAM BROCK 
AUDITORIUM 
April 24 — Thursday 
No Movie 
Frances McPherson, Recital 
April 26 — Friday 
MURDER'S ROW     . 
Dean Martin, Ann Margaret 
Karl Maiden 
April 26 — Saturday 
THE VULTURE 
Robert Hotton, Akim Tamlroff, 
Broderick Crawford, 
Diane Clare 
If only partly-on the basis of 
race," observes Louisville's 
Dean Klndelsperger of the Kent 
School of Social Work. 
Some educators now believe 
. that adherence to this color- 
blindness has become an ex- 
pression of racial hostility, 
because it denies the qualified 
Negro redress for a century of 
grievances. 
?*The "hangup" showed last 
fall in a poll of UK's 350 deans 
ajd faculty administrators. The 
.was taken at the direction 
executive vice-president 
A7Tr*Albr!ght, after designa- 
tion of John E. Kennedy, a diplo- 
matic but determined young 
UK law professor, as Albright's 
special assistant to essay UK 
programs in all the realms of 
"equal opportunity." 
Experience Not  Necessary 
However, more than one 
faculty chieftain at U of L 
aS; well as UK, is known to 
favor consideration of loosen- 
ing standards for black -facu- 
lty recruitment without im- 
pairing the level of teaching 
quality. 
RICHMOND 
DRIVE IN THEATRE 
4 Miles South on U.S. 26 
Berea Road—Ph. 623-1718 
FRI. & SAT. AT DUSK 
PAPER 
LION 
AlanAlda 
HEWAS 
TTsbSST 
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THE UGLY ONES 
SUN. - HON. - TUE. 
.OLDSmOBILrS 
MO: 
F-85 UI-31. 
Getting into an air-inducted head- 
turner these days is a snap. II you 
don't mind swallowing a rather large 
and lumpy chunk of price tag. 
Well, the good Doc, bless him, has 
just crowbarred the rule book all out 
of shape to bring you a minimum- 
weight, 350-cube, cold-air honker for 
less than the average nickel-nursing 
family sedan! 
And on that family steed, you're 
not too likely to.find behemoth front 
air scoopers, cold-air carb, high- 
overlap cam, minimum combustion 
chamber volume, oversized valves, 
low-restriction dual exhausts, or an 
Anti-Spin axle (to 4.66-to-1). 
And if you'd like to order more, 
order more! New heavy-duty FE-2 
suspension with front and rear stabi- 
lizers. Close- or wide-ratio 4-speeds. 
Dr. OldwnobH* potttr» now available. Set of (our (24" x 18"), plut Dr. Oldsmobile Booklet. Send Si 00 lo: Oldsmobile, P.O. Box W-31, Depl. CN, Plymouth, Michigan 48170 
Special beefed up "W" automatic 
with firmed-up shifts. Et cetera. 
And tires? Just about every size 
and type that clings: wide-boot red- 
lines, whitewails, raised letters, or 
fiberglass-belted. Up to F70 x 14". 
How does the good Doc do it for 
so little? That's for us to know-know, 
and for you to find out — at your 
nearest Olds dealer's. 
DMLDSIMBIU'S 111*31 
Make your escape from the ordinary. 
WED. - THUR. • FRI. 
APRIL 30 • HAY 1-2 
%\fcrtley 
tlteoff 
Dolls 
COLOW by OBLUXB 
PA N AVIS' ON  li?-?J 
AND CHARLTON HESTON 
"PLANET OF THE APES" 
OK SHOWING NIGHTLEY 
April 28 — Monday 
No Movie 
Miss Richmond Pageant 
April 29 — Tuesday 
HOT MILLIONS 
Peter Ustinov, Maggie Smith, 
Cesar Romero, Bob Newhart, 
Karl Maiden, Robert Moriey 
April 80 — Wednesday 
LIVE A LITTLE 
LOVE A LITTLE 
Elvis Presley, Michele Carey 
Sterling Hollow-ay 
May 1 — Thursday 
No Movie 
EKU Concert Choir 
SELECTED SHORT 
SUBJECTS 
ALL PROGRAMS 
Ticket Office Opens 7:00 pan. 
Show Starts 7:80 p.m. 
Admission 75c 
Children (under 12) 60c 
I Guitar Lessons 
Luxon Building 120 Big HW Ave. 
=■ 
eniunis 
ALWAY8 R*W QUALITY  m 
Men's Towncraft 
fancy pattern 
Penn-Prest® shorts 
4.98 
Penn-Prest® means ... 
they never need iron- 
ing I Just machine wash, 
tumble dry. 50% For- 
trel® polyester/50% 
cotton blend. Soil Re- 
lease helps you wash 
out stains. 28 to 42. 
>■ K N N fHtetrr 
No Witchcraft Needed 
et ANDY'S Pizza Palace 
623-5400 
Andy's long experience 
insures that your palate 
will be delighted at the 
tantalizing flavors in 
every pizza. You can be 
sure each one you order 
will be heaped with gen- 
erous portions of what 
you select. 
Phone Ahead — 
It'll be Ready 
110 SOUTH SECOND ST. 
13 VARIETIES 
Cheese 
Onions 
ANDY'S SPECIAL 
Sausage 
Pepperoni 
Kosher Salomi 
Beef 
Green Pepper 
Mushroom 
Tuna Fish 
Shrimp 
Anchovies 
HOUSE  SPECIAL 
And 
Its Almost Summer And That Means 
CONEY ISLAND 
If you live in the Cincinnati, Ohio, area, 
join the family of the growing family of young 
high-spirited HOSTS and HOSTESSES. 
Work at America's finest Amusement 
Park. 
For More Information 
Contact Room 201 In The 
Administration Building 
or write 
Coney Island, 6 East Fourth Street 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
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RECORD 
PRICE'S 
FROM 
New Campus Sampler lists $«».00 
worth of top products. 
It's yours for 
Contents of the MEN'S College Sampler wil include Gillette 
Foamy. Sea & Ski suntan lotion, Scripto Wordpicker pen, Macleans 
tooth paste, Gillette Techmatic razor, Old Spice after shave lotion, 
Man-Power deodorant and Excedrin. 
WOMEN'S Samplers will contain Adorn self-styling hair 
spray. Pamprin. Jergens lotion mild soap. WooRto cold water wash. 
My Own hygienic towolettos. Halo shampoo. Scripto Wordpicket 
pen, Clairol Kindness conditioner and Excedrin. 
CAMPUS 
Student Union Building 
USED & NEW BOOKS 
BOOKSTORE 
